Bet you didn’t think
This Guy
Would Make A
$107.19
PROFIT

PERFORMANCE
ADG: 3.42
AVERAGE IN WEIGHT: 630 POUNDS
AVERAGE OUT WEIGHT: 1,224 POUNDS

CARCASS MERIT
AVERAGE DRESSING %: 66%
32% CHOICE
65% SELECT
99% YIELD GRADE 1, 2 OR 3

PROFIT
NET PROFIT/HEAD: $107.19

That’s right, this half-blood Brahman steer cleared a profit of $107.19, and so did 210 of his pen mates recently fed at Great Plains Cattle Feeders during one of the coldest winters in the Texas Panhandle. These steers, sired by registered Brahman bulls, are part of new data proving that Brahman cattle are performing just as well in the feedlot and on the rail as they do in the pasture. Isn’t it time you added Brahman influence to your herd? Call the ABBA today for more information about the #1 beef breed for efficiency and crossbreeding’s common denominator — American Brahman!
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